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MARK JOHNSTON 

www.imdb.com/name/nm4457772 

Team founder – Stunt & Fight Co-Ordinator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MEASUREMENTS: 

Height: 6ft(1.8m)  Weight:15st12lb(100kg)  Chest:45”(114cm) 

Waist:39”(99cm)  Collar:17.5”(44cm)  Inside Leg:30”(76cm) 

Inside arm:21”(53cm) Head:23”(58.5cm)  Hair:Brown  Shoe: 9 

20 Years Experience, 

Equity member 

HSE level 3 qualified, 

Risk assessment level 2 qualified, 

Fully stunt insured, 

Extensively equipped stunt training/rehearsal premises, 

Founder and head instructor of Movieworks Stunt Academy  



 

SKILLS: 

STUNTS: Stunt & Fight Co-Ordinator with 20 years experience on film and TV.  Head 

instructor of Movieworks International stunt training. 

FIGHT: Screen fight instructor, 30 years Samurai & Ninja martial arts with regular 

training in Japan including strikes, locks, throws, pressure points, and weapons 

including Bo, jo, hanbo, naginata, yari, Daisho, Katana, Tanto and many little known 

and improvised weapons. As well as training in various martial arts, I am highly trained 

with numerous firearms in target, practical/tactical courses of fire. 

FALLS: Advanced breakfalls, rolls, Breakfalls from throws/impacts, High falls etc 

FIRE: Fire safety certified, Teacher of various aspects of stunt body burns 

WIRE: Rigger/wire including jerkbacks, floating/spinning, aerial fight Techniques  

VEHICLE: Highly skilled stunt driver, to include precision & safety driving, Trick 

driving (donuts, j-turn, power slides, drifting, handbrake turns etc) and Stunt driving 

(impacts, crashes, jumps, pipe ramps etc) 

CREDITS: 

Stunt coordinator and supply of team include, but not limited to : 

War of the Worlds (Season3, Disney)- Stunt/fight coordinator, 

The Lazarus Project – stunt coordinator  

There’s Something About Movies ( Multiple episodes including car and high fall stunts)- 

stunt coordinator 

The Delivered (Feature film)- stunt / fight coordinator 

Prince of Persia (Feature film, 2010)- stunt performer 

King Arthur ( Feature film 2004)- stunt performer 

For a full list of film and TV including over 70 stunt coordinator credits, see the imdb 

link above. This does not include over 50 stunt coordinator roles on music videos and TV 

adverts 


